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THE HUMANISTIC ASPECTS OF MATHEMATICS
AND THEIR IMPORTANCE
(A talk given at ConferenceonHumanistic Mathematics, Louisville. Ky. , January 17, 1990,)
Philip J. Davis
Applied Mathematics
Brown UnwersHy
Providence, Rhode Island
1
We are now living in a period inwhich at least
four revolutions areworking themselves out- not in-
dependently. There are revolutions of ethnic, famil-
ial, and gender related values, There are the polit i·
cal and economic revolutions of Eastem Europe,
which, in away, represent the failure of one great
idea put fOlWard by rational thinkers to model human
realities. There is the media revolution which is al-
ready chang ing the bask: patterns 01 ccmrmnca-
ton. socialization, and learning. There is the com-
puter revolut ion. bring ing with it and enormousty
facilitating mathematizations of every aspect of our
lives.
-Any serious fundarrenta l change in the
intellectual outlook 01 roman society rrust necessar-
ily be followed by an educational revolution. h may
be delayed for a generation by vested interests or by
the passionate attachment of leaders of thought to
the cyde 01 ideas within which lhey received their
own mental stirrulus at an impressionable age~ But
the law is inexorable that education , to be living and
elleetive, nust be directed to informing pupils,~h :
those ideas, and to creating for them those caoact-
ties which will enable them to appreciate the current
thought of their epoch." (A.N. Whitehead, The Aims
of Education . The Mathematical Curriculum.)
Mathematics lives in both the technological
and the humanistk:OJhures, It exhibits features that
are science-like and features that one normally asso-
ciates with the humanities.
What are some of the features 01 mathemat·
ics that are humanistic? I seek paralle ls with jtera-
ture , which I take as a paradigm of humanistic
expression. (And Ifollow here Jacques Barzun in his
1972 Bollingen Ledures.)
Mathematics, like literature, has metaphor.
(Models.)
Mathematics,like poetry, hasarrbiOJity. (Wi.
the true geometry please stand up?)
Mathematics possesses an aesthetic com-
ponent which is strong and which is immediatety
apparent to the pracntcner at the higher levels of the
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Like poetry (which, according to T.S. Eliot,
cannot be totally written down, ) I would assert that
mathematics cannot be totally formalized.
Mathematics has paradox.
Mathematics has mystery and can convey
awe.
Mathematics has a sense of outcome, a
feeling of rightness, and a sense of catharsis.
Mathematics is allied to and has contributed
mightily to philosophy.
Mathematics has contributed to theology . h
grasps for the transcendental and , in so do ing, can
be a surrogate for traditional forms of religious ex-
pression .
Like literature , mathematics can be an ave-
nue of mental escape from this wor1d.
Like contemporary literature, mathematics
is done in a vacuum of beliel, if one interprets this
vacuum to refer to a formalist philosophy which most
(pure) mathematicians adopt when queried about
the essential nature 01 the materials they work with.
Like literature , mathematics exhibits both
redemptive and destructive features .
Mathematics has a history . I emphasize this
point, not because it is something unique to mathe-
matics, as human ideas of whatever sort presumably
have histories , but because it is so often asserted
that the truths of mathematics are aterroorar, and
hence, stand outside history.
Likeanthropology and literature , mathemat-
es errbodies mytholog ies. I use lhe term "myth" not
to meanthatwhich is false,but that whiChis accepted
as normative . My friend and coautho r, Reuben
Hersh, has written about the tour mythS of mathe·
manes: its unity, object ivity, universality, and cer-
ta inty.
Christopher Onnen,distinguished British phi-
losopher of mathematical education, has written
about the need for the demythologizing of mathe-
matics.
Perhaps what one wants is not so much a
demythification but a de-hocus-pocus-ization to
counteract a prevalent feeling among 99% of hu-
mans that mathematics is nothing but another form
of magic.
It would be an undertaking of the first impor-
tance to work out in detail the parallels I have just
suggested.
If mathematics exhibits humanistic features ,
then we may reasonably expect it to promote human-
istic values .
Humanistic values are those which foster
the consciousness of full human responsibility. To
me, the phrase "mathematics as one 01 the humani-
ties" means nothing if not that.
Mathematics is partly a language. Certain
things are communicated by it. Things can be
described,predicted, prescribed by it. The abllltyof
mathematics to provide frameworks of reality
and of action, and Its ability to change our per-
ceptlon of what Is, Is very great.
Our world is rapidly becoming mathema-
tiled. Some of our best talent is spent putt ing matne-
matizations in place, creating and moving around ab-
stractions . Cosmologists do it. Inside traders do it.
David Beninskl, a mathematician, philoso-
pher , and polemicist, has written that once a mathe-
matization has been put in place , it is all but impos-
sible to remove :NMathematical descriptions...tend to
drive out all the others. Mathematics is often a matter
of bondage with 1I:liDaS. in thrall to theorjes . Strong
theories make for weak objects ."
Philosophically , it would be better if we
ceased regarding mathematics as that great, objec-
tive, people-free, supra-moral , atemporal, reservoir
of eternal truths , whose procedures we chant mind-
lessly and before whose inevitabilities we must bend
the knee.
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With mathematizations proliferating (whether
we install them ourselves or il'fl)Ort them) , the princi-
pal role of the teacher should not be to expound
formal aspects in a way that may be better accom-
plished by other means ,orto drill on topics that have
been automated out even at the market place .
If mathematics is taught simply as the learn-
ing of procedures, then none of the human istic
elements can be grasped . It is rare that the teaching
of mathematics, elementary or advanced, conveys
or fosters the humanist ic aspect s 01 the subject.
If there has been a shortfall 01 self -examina -
tion, it is not in the examination of its own inner
material by its own methodology, but it is in a steady
refusal to examine how the characteristic features of
mathematical thought operate on us and affect us.
The princ ipal role of the human teacher
should be to humanize the subject .
To teach mathematics as one of the
humanities means nothing less than to teach
that It possesses the awesome power to Influ..
ence and change our lives, and to teach that we
who use It and foster It must subject It to constant
study and scrutiny.
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